We recommend...

ARCA-SWISS

ARCA-SWISS QuickLink

rotaFoot

Finally a professional solution that eliminates the
tedious fixing of the tripod head.
ARCA-SWISS presents the new tripod mounting
QuickLink. The combination of a mounting plate for
the tripod and an insert plate which is attached to the
tripod head makes attaching and detaching the
tripod head child's play. The installed plates can thus
be left permanently on the tripod or on the tripod
head.
By means of a solid bayonet, the tripod head with its
insert plate is placed into the mounting plate and
securely fixed by a knurled rotating ring.
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Congratulations on your purchase of the new rotaFoot for ARCA-SWISS View Cameras
The rotaFoot is a new modular accessory for ARCA-SWISS view cameras, and provides the use of digital cameras on the ARCA-SWISS rear function carrier.
With rotaFoot you combine the potential of the latest digital camera technology with the outstanding design and precision advantages of the ARCA-SWISS
view camera system.
Fitted with a bayonet, the rotaFoot rotating mechanism will make changes from landscape to portrait orientation simple and fast. These two positions are
marked by a snap-in detent that may be overridden for a rotation that is not mechanically limited. The bellows remain attached to rotaFoot during handling
and changing orientation, therefore a digital sensor will not be exposed to dust and other environmental factors.
Further information
The rotaFoot is available in different versions, depending on your photographic equipment. We will need the model of your ARCA-SWISS view camera and
the digital camera you wish to mount. rotaFoot requires the use of one of our four DSLR bellows with magnetic connection.

Bellows, 10 cm, DSLR
(f= 24-120)

Bellows, 20 cm, DSLR
(f= 120-180)

Bellows, 24 cm, DSLR
(f= 150-240)

Bellows, 50 cm, DSLR
(f= 180-500)

We developed two rotaFoot

How to change the bayonet

For the first version, the following bayonets are available at the moment:
Fuji GFX, Sony E, Canon R, Nikon Z, L-mount (Leica, Panasonic and
Sigma), Hasselblad X and Leica M. This list is not exhaustive and is only
waiting to grow!

rotaFoot interchangeable bayonet mounts may be purchase separately for
additional digital cameras and are easily installed and secured to rotaFoot
with screws.

Our second version, rotaFoot GFX100, has been designed specifically for
the larger FUJI GFX100 and includes a dedicated bayonet mount and
front frame extender. Its shape takes into account the lower grip of the
GFX100 body, which provides the shortest extensions possible to be
compatible with Canon T-SE lenses.

4 screws to fix the
different bayonets
- TORX T6 -

index pin
Press to turn
Possible to
adjust the height
- TORX T6 -

e.g. rotaFoot Sony E

rotaFoot Fuji GFX100 with extender

